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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [ll, p. 4291, Jacobson proposed the problem of establishing a P.I. theory 
for Jordan rings. In particular he asks whether every simple P.I. Jordan algebra 
is either finite dimensional or gotten from a nondegenerate quadratic form. 
Jordan P.I. rings were then investigated by Smith and Rowen [15-17, and their 
bibliographies] among others. 
In this paper we investigate the structure of nondegenerate prime Jordan P.I. 
algebras with nonzero socle (see Section 2 for definitions). Using the classification 
of prime Jordan rings with nonzero socle established in a preceeding paper [13], 
we prove (in Section 2) 
THEOREM I. Let J be a nondegenerateprime Jordan algebra over a commutative 
associative ring @ containing 4. Then 3 is a Jordan PI. algebra mith nonxero socle 
if and only if either (i) 3 is simple and jkite dimensional over a field, (ii) J is a 
simple algebra determined by a symmetric bilinear form over a field, or (iii) J is a 
Jordan P.I. division algebra. 
The remainder of the paper Section 3) is devoted to studying Jordan P.I. 
division algebras. We show that in such an algebra, given any two elements, 
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the Jordan subdivision algebra which they generate is finite dimensional over 
its center. This is used to establish 
THEOREM 2. Let 3 be a Jordan P.I. division algebra (over a Jield of charac- 
teristic not 2) in which anv subdivision algebra generated b-v three elements is jnite 
dimensional over its center. Then either (i) J is jinite dimensional over its center, 
or (ii) J is a Jordan algebra determined by an anisotropic quadratic form. 
Since the hypothesis above on subdivision algebras with three generators 
will be shown to hold in any special Jordan P.I. division algebra, Theorem 2 
generalizes a result of Rowen [16] which says that any special Jordan P.I. 
division algebra satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 2. 
The authors have just received a preprint of L.A. Bokut’ [19] which mentions 
that E.I. Zelmanov has announced a classification of Jordan division algebras. 
This has yet to appear. The conclusions of Theorem 2 would follow easily from 
his results for all P.I. Jordan division algebras. Our methods of proof and some 
of the intermediate results may be of independent interest. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Throughout the paper we let 3 denote a Jordan algebra over a commutative 
associative ring @ containing 8 (further restrictions on 3 usually force @ to be 
a field). We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the structure theory of 
simple Jordan algebras satisfying DCC on principal inner ideals [IO, 1 I], and 
we recall that 3 is called prime if 1r U, = 0 for ideals 1, of J implies that either 
1, = 0 or Iz = 0 [IS]. An element Z”G J, z # 0 is said to be an absolute zero 
divisor if 3Uz = 0; J is nondegenerate if J has no absolute zero divisor. The 
socle of a nondegenerate Jordan algebra is the sum of its minimal inner ideals [ 131. 
Let FJ@) denote the free Jordan @-algebra on r generators, and let FSJcr) 
denote the free special Jordan @-algebra on r generators [ 111. There is a cano- 
nical homomorphism (T of FJ(‘) onto FSJfT) which sends the ith generator of 
FJfT) onto the ith generator of FSJcr) for 1 ,( i ,( Y. An element f EFJ(‘) is said 
to be an identity on 3 if f is in the kernel of every homomorphism of FJ(*) into J. 
We say that J satisjies a polynomial identity (or that J is a Jordan P.I. al’gebra) 
if there is an f E FJ()‘) which is an identity on J and which is not in the kernel of (T. 
In [13] we showed that if J is nondegenerate prime with nonzero socle then 
either (a) J is simple unital and satisfies DCC on principal inner ideals, (b) J is 
isomorphic to a Jordan subalgebra 3’ of the plus algebra i2+ of a primitive 
associative algebra -4 with nonzero socle S, and J’ contains So, or (c) 3 is 
isomorphic to a Jordan subalgebra J” of the Jordan algebra of all symmetric 
elements H of a primitive associative algebra ,4 with nonzero socle S, and 3” 
contains H n S. In order to verify the forward direction of Theorem 1, we 
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must show that each of the above three cases leads to (i), (ii), or (iii) of Theorem 1 
when J is a Jordan P.I. algebra. If either (b) or (c) holds, we see that either S+ 
or H n S, respectively, is also a Jordan P.I. algebra when J is. By a result of 
Amitsur [4], S is a simple P.I. associative ring, and hence must be finite 
dimensional over its center. Thus, d = S, and J is finite dimensional over 
its center. 
If (a) holds, we must consider the different possibilities for the structure of a 
simple unital Jordan algebra with DCC on principal inner ideals. If J is either 
the plus algebra or the symmetric elements of a simple associative Artinian ring, 
then the argument for (b) and ( ) b c a ove applies. If J is a simple exceptional 
Jordan algebra, then 3 is already finite dimensional over its center without 
needing to use the added hypothesis that J is a Jordan P.I. algebra. The re- 
maining two cases for the structure of a simple unital Jordan algebra with DCC 
on principal inner ideals lead trivially to the cases (ii) and (iii) of Theorem I. 
To establish the other direction of Theorem 1, we must show that, if 3 is 
either finite dimensional or a Jordan algebra determined by symmetric bilinear 
form, then 3 is a Jordan P.I. algebra. This has already been proved in [14]. 
3. JORDAN DIVISION ALGEBRAS 
We begin by investigating Jordan division algebras which are generated 
(as division algebras) by two or three generators. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let J be a Jordan division algebra, and suppose that either J 
is generated (as a division algebra) by two elements, or 3 is special and is generated 
as a division algebra by three elements. Then there exists an associative division 
algebra D such that either (i) 3 g D 1, or (ii) J s H( D, *) where H(D, *) is the 
set of symmetric elements of D under some involutioni 
Proof. If J is generated by two elements, J is special by a theorem of 
McCrimmon [12]. Thus it is sufficient to verify the proposition under the 
hypothesis that J is special and is generated by three elements a, 6, c. Then 
there exists an associative @-algebra A such that 3 is isomorphic to a subalgebra 
of A-b-, and we may identify J with that subalgebra. We may also assume that A 
is generated by the elements a, b, c, a-l, b-l, c-i, since otherwise A may be 
replaced by the subalgebra generated by these six elements. 
Let F be the free associative @-algebra on the six generators X, y, a, x-l, 
y-1, z--l, and let 7 be the involution of F which fixes these six generators. If 4 
is the homomorphism of F onto A which sends X, y, z, x-r, y-l, z-r, respectively, 
onto a, b, c, a-1, b-1, c-l, we let H denote the set of elements which are images 
of symmetric elements of F under 4, and we let S denote the elements of A 
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which are images of skew elements of F under 4. Defining u 0 w = uv + vu 
and[u,u] =uv--~eruforu,w~A,wehave 
HoHCH, HoSCS, SoScH, 
[H, HI C S, [H, Sl C S, [S, S] c s. 
(1) 
If C=HnS, it is clear from (1) that CoHCC and CoSCC, and so 
C 0 A 2 C. Similarly [C, A] C C, showing that C is an ideal of A. 
Since J is a division algebra, either J n C = 0 or 3 n C = 3. In the latter 
case, the six generators of A are in C, implying that A = C C H. Then A is 
spanned over 0 by elements of the form 
{ 35x2 ... x,} = x1x2 ". x, + X,X,-l ." x1 ) (2) 
where x1 ,..., x, E {a, b, c, a-‘, b-i, c-l}. By a theorem of Cohn [7, Theorem 7.61, 
all the elements of the form (2) are in J if all the tetrads {x1x2xsxq} are in J. 
If x1 )..., xq are not all distinct, then {x1x2xaxq) E J [7, Corollary 7.71, and lin- 
earizing this statement gives that the sum of {x1x2xsx,} and tetrad obtained by 
interchanging two of its arguments lies in 3. If two adjacent x’s in {x1x2xaxq} are 
inverses, the tetrad is also clearly in J. If two x’s that are not adjacent are 
inverses, we can use the preceeding remark to see that {xix2xsx,) is still in J. 
But any way of choosing x1 , x2 , xa , xp from the set {a, b, c, a-i, 6-1, c-1) either 
involves choosing two x’s to be equal or to be inverses of each other. Thus all 
these tetrads are in J, and J = A+ by Cohn’s theorem. Then case (i) of Propo- 
sition 3 holds with D = A. 
The remaining case is when J n C = 0. In this case, J is embedded in 
natural way in A/C, so that we may assume that C = 0 after possibly replacing 
A by A/C. But if C = 0 then 7 induces an involution * in A for which H is 
the set of symmetric elements. Again H is the span of the set of all elements of 
the form (2), and the argument of the last paragraph shows that these elements 
are in J. Thus H C J, and the reverse inclusion follows from the fact that the 
generators of 3 lie in H. By [IO, Lemma 41, A is a division algebra, and so case (ii) 
of the proposition holds with D = A. 1 
PROPOSITION 4. Let 3 be a Jordan P.I. division algebra, and suppose that 
either J is generated by two elements, or 3 is special and is generated by three 
elements. Then J is$nite dimensional over its center. More SpeciJically, ;f J satis$es 
a polynomial identity of degree m, then the dimension of J over its center is no 
more than m2. 
Proof. If the case (i) of Proposition 3 holds, then A also satisfies a poly- 
nomial of degree m, and so A has dimension at most m2/4 over its center [9, 
p. 2261. Thus J has dimension at most m2/4 over its center in this case. 
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If the case (ii) of Proposition 3 holds, then A satisfies a polynomial identity of 
degree at most 2m by [4]. Thus the dimension of A over its center is no more 
than m2. If the involution c is of the first kind, the dimension of J is no more 
than m(m + 1)/2. If * is the second kind, then J has the same dimension over 
its center as A has over its center. Thus the dimension of J over its center is no 
more than m2. m 
We wish to prove next 
PROPOSITION 5. If 3 is a finite dimensional special Jordan division algebra of 
generic degree > 2, then J can be generated by two elements over its center. 
The proof follows the classical approach (e.g., [2]). We consider first the 
split simple Jordan algebras @,, i-, H(@% , T), H(Q2, , u) where 7 is the transpose 
involution, CJ the symplectic involution, and @ a field. 
LEMMA 6. H(@,, , T) can be generated by two elements over @. 
Proof. Let a = eII and b = xrl; e,,i+l + ei+l,i , where the eij7s are the 
matrix units of @>, . Denote by (a, b) the subalgebra of H(Qpn , 7) generated by 
a and b. The case n = 1 is trivial. If n > 1, we have 
a 0 b = e,, 0 b = e12 -+ e,, E (a, bi, (e12 + e12j2 = ell + e22 E <a, b), 
ez2 0 (b - e12 - ezl> = e,, + e32 E (a, b), (e23 + e32)2 = e,, + e,, E (a, b), 
en-l,n +e n,n-1 E <a, b?, (en+ + en,n-1)2 = en-l.n-l + enn E (a, b). 
Finally, for i <i 
(... (ei,i+l + ez+l,r) 0 (ei+1,1+2 + ei+2,i+l)) 0 ‘..) 0 (k,, + ej,j-1) 
= eij + eii e (a, b). 
Therefore (a, 6) = H(Qn , T). 4 
LEMMA 7. Ifl@ >TZ 3 3, then an k can be generated by two elements over 43. 
Proof. Let 01~ , 0~~ ,..., (Ye be distinct nonzero elements of @, and let a = x:i”=, 
aieii . Then (a) = ~~=, @eii. Let b = Cl”=1 ei,i+l where the indices are to be 
read module n. Since ezi E (a, b>, we obtain 
eitl.i+l 0 (ei, 0 b) = et,,+, E <a, b> 
(the indices i - 1, i, i + 1 are distinct because n > 3). Still working modulo n, 
we have 
(.‘. ((ei,%+l 0 ei+lsz+2 ) o ei+2,i+3) 0 ...) 0 e,+l,j = e,, c (a, b), 
so (a, b> = @,I. 1 
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LEMMA 8. If j @ 1 > n > 3, then H(@,, , CT) can be generated by 2 elements. 
Proof. We think of dj,, as (@a), , the n x n matrices with entries in @a . 
Let eii for 1 < i, j < n be the corresponding matrix units. @a can be generated 
as an associative algebra by the two elements 
( 0 1 24 = 0 0 ) ( 0 0 7 w2 =I 1 0 1 
Let a be as in the previous lemma and again (a) = x7+ @eiL . Let 
n-1 
b = wle13 + %eal + us324 + wZe42 + 1 ej,i+l + eji-l,, , 
2=1 
where the bar denotes the sympletic involution on @a Then e,, 0 (e33 o b) = 
wle13 + z@le31 E (a, b’>, and similarly waea4 + a2ee2 E (a, b) and e,,i,l + ei+l,i E 
(a, b). As in the proof of Lemma 6, multiplying elements of the last type 
together gives eij + ej, G (a, b) for 1 < i, j < n, and multiplying these elements 
trmes wrer3 + area1 and w2e24 + e2ea2 gives wre,, + z~re,? E \‘a, 6) and w,e,, + 
w,eji E (a, 6). Finally, 
( wlezk + %eki) 0 (wzek, + W,e,k) = w1w2el, + w2wleJ2 E <a, bj, 
to show that (a, b> = H(Q2,, u). 1 
Since H(@, , u) C H(D3) the split simple exceptional algebra and since 
subalgebras of H(Xl& which can be generated by two elements have dimension 
at most 9 < 15 = dim H(@, , a) (see [II], f or example), the hypothesis n > 3 
in Lemma 8 is necessary. 
Proof of Proposition 5. Let J b e a finite-dimensional special Jordan division 
algebra of generic degree n > 2 over its center @. If / @ 1 < CO then 3 is a 
finite field and hence generated by one element [3]. Thus we may assume that 
1 @ j = cc. If r is the algebraic closure of @, then J &, I’ is isomorphic to one 
of rn+, H(r, , 71, or H(r2, , a). In the last two cases, 3 = H(D, *) for some 
associative division algebra D with involution t of the first kind and D has 
exponent 2 (exponent = order in Brauer group) [l, p. 1611. Thus D has degree a 
power of 2 [I, ,Theorem 17, p. 761, and so n > 4. 
If K = dim, J then, by Lemmas 6, 7, 8, there exist k Jordan polynomials in 
the variables x and y with coefficients in the prime field of @, say bz(x, y), such 
that b&(a, b) for 1 < i < K span J &)a rover r for at least one pair of elements 
a, b E J &r. If a1 ,..., z’,, is a D-basis of 3/@, then [vz @ 1) is a r basis of 
3 @ I’. Let p(a, b) be the determinant of the K x k matrix of coefficients of the 
b,(a, b)‘s expressed as a linear combination of q @ 1 ,..., V~ EI 1. Then p(~, y) 
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is not identically zero on 3 @ r, and since / @ / = 00, p(x, y) is not identically 
zero on 3. But 3 is generated by any two elements c, d E J with p(c, d) # 0. i 
PROPOSITION 9. Let J be a Jordan division algebra with center @, let 3 contain 
a?1 element a which is separable algebraic over @, let f (x) be the minimal polynomial 
of a over @, and let E be the splitting field off(x) over @. Then J @@ E satis$es 
DCC on principal inner ideals. 
Proof. Let f (3) have degree h, and suppose first that k 3 3. If (a) is the 
@-algebra generated by a, then (‘ai @&, E is spanned over E by R orthogonal 
idempotents ei ,..., e, , and we wish show to first that e, ,..., e, are connected 
in 3 (&I?. Since a $ @ there exists b E J such that the subdivision algebra 
~, a, l>> generated by a and b over @ is not associative. Using Proposition 3 there 
is an associative algebra D such that either (a, b) g D+ or (a, b) z H(D, *). 
If % is the center of D, then @ C Z and the composite field ZE has finite degree 
over Z. From associative theory we know that D & ZE is Artinian [9, p. 1791. 
(‘learly e, . . . . . e,< E D @z ZE, and since (a, b) @z ZE is either (D & ZE)’ or 
the symmetric elements of this algebra under an involution, e, ,..., ek are con- 
nected in ia, b @z ZE. But then e, ,..., e,; are also connected in J @&E (by 
the same elements). 
Once we know that e, ,..., ek: are connected, we can use the coordinatization 
theorem to conclude that there exists an alternative ring A such that J @&, E g 
f-f@, , ,’ ), where A, is k x K matrices over A and r is some involution of A, . 
Since 3 @CD E is simple, A must be either simple or a direct sum of two simple 
rings which are antiisomorphic. If r2 is not associative, it must be finite dimen- 
sional since simple nonassociative alternative rings are finite dimensional. Thus 
if &4 is not associative, J &, E is finite dimensional and hence has DCC on 
principal inner ideals. We may thus assume that A is associative. 
Now let B be the associative @-subalgebra of /11, which is generated by the 
elements of ,7, and note that -i: restricts to an involution of B and that J is 
contained in the symmetric elements of B. Since tetrads of elements of J are 
back in 3 @I~ E, they are also in J. Thus J is exactly the set of all symmetric 
elements of B by Cohn’s Theorem, and so B is a division algebra [IO, Lemma 41. 
But then --1,, -- B @@ E, and A, is Artinian [9, p. 1791. It follows that 3 $J& E z 
H(=l, , -i) has DC‘C on principal inner ideals. The remaining case is when k = 2. 
Here we can assume that a2 = N E 0 and E = @(&z), and we calculate that 
Cl A( I -t a/&z) and e2 = &(l ~ a/&‘). Let C be a nonzero inner ideal 
contained in the Peirce l-space for e, in 3 (&, E, and suppose that 0 f c1 +- 
c&‘%-~ E c’ for cr , c2 E J. Then 
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which implies that c, = ac, and aca = ac, , and hence that a(acz) == orcz . 
We wish to show that 
l c-2u 1 -2 Tz2 c,+Pc2 = ;?I; c2 Uac,+aw2 = e, . 
In order to verify this, it is sufficient to work inside of the associative algebra D 
which is related by Proposition 2 to the subdivision algebra (a, c,). The relation 
a(acz) = olca in (a, ca) translates in the multiplication in D into 
&(azc2 + 2ac,a + c2az) = cyc2 ,
which reduces using a2 = OL to ac,a = olca = a2c2 . Since D is a division algebra, 
we have c,a = ac, . Then (3) follows from 
l c-zu G 2 ar,+Pc2 = (acZ + o~l’~c~) k c,“(ac2 + ~11~‘~~~) 
2t+2+ 1’2 +;=i(i+$j =el. 
It follows from (3) that e, E C, so that the Peirce l-space for e, in J &, E 
is a minimal inner ideal of J &, E. Then this Peirce space must be a division 
algebra by the structure of minimal inner ideals. Since the same thing is true 
for the Peirce 1 -space of e2 , we see that J @@ E is a Jordan algebra of capacity 2, 
and hence satisfies DCC on principal inner ideals. 1 
We establish next two technical lemmas that we shall need in the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 10. Let J be a Jordan division algebra with center @, and let z E J 
satisfy the condition that [z, z, a] = 0 for all a E J. Then z E @. 
Proof. We claim first that the hypotheses of the lemma imply that [a, a, x] = 0 
for all a E J. It is sufficient to show that this is true in the subdivision algebra 
(z, a). By Proposition 3 there is an associative division algebra D, such that 
(z, a) is isomorphic to either D+ or H(D, *), and we shall verify our claim by 
working in D. Noting that the relation [z, z, a] = 0 in (z, a> becomes in D 
the relation 
0 = (z 0 2) 0 a - z 0 (z 0 a) = 2z2a + 2az2 - z2a - 2za.z - az2 
= z2a + ax2 - 2zaz = [z, [z, a]], 
we may reformulate the problem by saying that we are given 0 = [a, [z, b]] for 
all b E (z, a) and we wish to prove 0 = [b, [b, a]] for all b E <z, a’ . We define 
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the map 6: D + D by xS = [x, .z] for all x E D, and we recall that 6 is a derivation 
of D. Our hypothesis implies that a2 = 0 on (z, a), and so for b E (z, a) 
0 = b2S2 = (ba2)b + 2(b6)(66) + b(ba2) = 2(b8)2. 
Since D is a division algebra, this implies that 0 = b8 = [b, ,z] for all b E (x, a>. 
But then 0 -= [a, [a, z]], as desired. 
We have proved that it is sufficient to establish Lemma 10 under the stronger 
hypothesis that 
[z, z, u] = 0 = [a, a, .z] (4) 
for each a E 3. In order to derive two more relations that we need, we recall 
that the linearized Jordan identity gives the relations 
((W4d + ((W4c -1 ((cd)+ = ((4c)d + ((ad)+ + @+)a, 
((4b)d + ((4b)c + ((cd)b)u = (ab)(cd) + (ac)(bd) + (ad)@). 
(5) 
The first equation of (5) can be rewritten as 
[a, bd, cl = [a, b, cld + [a, 4 c]b (6) 
which is sometimes called the derivation property. Also setting c = d = z 
in (5) and adding the two equations together gives 
2((b.+)z + (x2u)b + 2((uz)b)z + (z2b)u 
= ((a&+ + (ub).z2 + ((ux)z)b + ((bz)z)u + 2(ux)(bx). 
Using (4) to simplify the last equation and dividing by 2 gives 
((b44~ + ((44z = ((ab)44 + (4(W 
or 
[uz, 6, z] = [u, b, z+ir. 
We can now finally calculate that 
(7) 
[a, [a, b, 4 4 = [a, (a&, 4 - [a, 44, 4 
= [a, ab, Z].Z + [a, Z, z](ub) - [a, a, z](bz) - [a, bz, z]u using (6) 
= [uz, ub, z] - [a, bz, z]a using (7) and (4) 
= [ax, a, z]b + [a~, b, z]u - ([u, 6, Z]Z)U - ([u, x, z]b)u using (6) 
= [a-, a, zlb using (7) and (4) 
= ([a, a, x]z)b = 0 using (7) and (4) 
(8) 
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And hence 
[a, b, 4” = [a, b, 4 [a, b, 21 
= [a, @a, b, 4, 21 - [a, [a, b, 21, zlb 
= [a, b[a, b, z-J, z] = $[a, [a, b2, x], z] = 0 
using (6) (8) 
using (6) and (8) 
Since J is a division algebra, we have [a, b, a] = 0 for all a, b G 5, implying 
that z is in the center. 1 
Lemma 10 was obtained by Rowen [16] for special Jordan algebras without 
nilpotent elements. Using his result (see also [8, Lemma 1.1.91) and the fact 
that any algebra generated by two elements is special the above proof holds if 
we assume only the absence of nilpotents in J. This answers a question of Rowen 
[161. 
LEMMA 11. Let & be a Jordan division Q-algebra which is finite dimensional 
over its center Z, , and let g, h E J, generate s1 us a Z,-algebra. Then the subdivision 
Q-algebra Jz generated by g and h has the same dimension over its center Z, us sl 
has over Z, . In fact, zl Y J2 @=, Z, . 
Proof. Since 2, is in the center of & , we clearly have a &bilinear map from 
Js x 2, into 3r defined by sending each of 3a and 2, into itself as a subalgebra 
of sr . Hence there exists a homomorphism of Ja c&, 2, into J1 and this map 
is clearly onto. Since Ja Gzz Z, is a simple algebra, the homomorphism is an 
isomorphism. Then 3r over Z, can be regarded as a scalar extension of & 
over Z, can be regarded as a scalar extension of Ja over Z2, implying that 
El : -&I = KL : -a. I 
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the set S of all subdivision @-algebras so of J 
such that (a) 3, is generated by 2 elements over @, (b) Jo is not of degree 2 over 
its center, and (c) J,, is not contained in any subdivision algebra of 3 which is a 
finite-dimensional exceptional division algebra over its center. Suppose first 
that S is nonempty. Then, by Proposition 4, among the elements of S there 
exists one, say Jo , of maximal dimension over its center Z, . Let dimzO 3, = n, 
and let a and b generate 3, over @. If c is any other element of J, the subdivision 
algebra J1 of 3 generated by a, 6, c is finite dimensional over its center Z, by 
hypothesis, and 3i is not exceptional by the definition of S. Thus s1 can be 
generated by two elements g, h over Z, by Proposition 5. The subdivision algebra 
Ja generated by g and h over @ has the same dimension over its center Z, as 
& over Z, by Lemma 1 I, and dim,, Ja < n by the choice of Jo. Hence dimzl 
z1 < n. On the other hand, J,,Z, is a subdivision algebra of 3r which is generated 
by a and b over Z, , and dimzl(JoZ1) = n by Lemma 11. It follows that J,,Z, = J,, 
that dima Jr = n, and that J1 is generated by a and b over Z, . In particular, 
we note that if x E Z, then x E Z, , so that [z, z, c] = 0. 
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We have established that [a, .a, c] = 0 for any .a E 2, and any c E J, which 
implies by Lemma 10 that 2, C @, the center of 3. Thus Jo is central and 
finite dimensional over @. If Jo = D+ for D an associative division algebra, then 
D contains an element not in @ which is separable over Q, [I, p. 571. If J = 
H(D, *)+, then H(D, *) contains an element not in @ but separable over CD by 
[6, p, 4671. In either case, Jo and hence 3 contains an element d $ @ which is 
separable algebraic over @. We see from Proposition 9 that there exists a finite 
extension field E of @ such that J &, E is not a division algebra but has nonzero 
socle. Also J (&, E is a Jordan P.I. algebra, and it is not of degree 2 over its 
center since Jo was not of degree 2 over its center. It follows from Theorem 1 
that J &, E is finite dimensional over its center, and hence the same is true of J. 
It remains to establish the conclusion of the theorem in case S is empty. 
Suppose that there exists a subdivision algebra Jo on two generators a and b 
which is not its own center and which is not of degree 2 over its center. Since 
S = (6, Jo must be embeddable in an exceptional subdivision subalgebra of J 
which is finite dimensional over its center. Jo is not exceptional itself since it has 
only two generators, and thus Jo has dimension 9 over its center 2,. Let c be 
any element of J not in Jo, and let h be the subalgebra generated by a, b, c. 
If the dimension of 3r over its center Z, is no more than 9, then Jr is a scalar 
extension of Jo as we argued earlier in the proof, and in this case Z, C Z, . 
On the other hand, if dimzl Jr > 9, then 3r must be an exceptional Jordan 
algebra of dimension 27 over Z, , since otherwise 3, would not be embeddable 
in an exceptional Jordan division algebra which is finite dimensional over its 
center and s1 would be an element of S. If ‘& is an exceptional Jordan algebra 
of dimension 27 over Zi , and if k = [Z,, : Z, n Z,], then Jo generates a sub- 
division algebra of 3r of dimension 9k over Z, , implying that 9k 1 27. Since 
Jo # 3, 9k # 27 and so k = 1. Thus Z,, C Z, in this case also. Then for any 
w E Z, we have [w, w, c] = 0 for all c E J, and by the last paragraph J is finite 
dimensional. 
The only case remaining is when 3 has the property that every subdivision 
algebra on two generators is either a field or is of degree 2 over its center. We 
note first that this implies that every subdivision algebra on three generators is 
also either a field or of degree 2 over its center. For if 3r is a subdivision algebra 
on three generators a, b, c then 3r is finite dimensional over its center Z, by 
hypothesis and hence is either generated by two elements over Z, or is of degree 2 
over Z, by Proposition 5. If sr is generated by g and h over Z, , let Jz be the 
algebra generated by g and h over @ and observe that & is a field or is of degree 
2 over its center Z, by the hypothesis of this case. But then J1 = JzZ1 is also 
either a field or of degree 2 over Z, . 
Suppose now that a’ E 3 and that a’ is not in the center @ of J. Then there 
exists b E J such that [a’, a’, b] # 0. Since a’ is of degree 2 over the center 
Z, of the subdivision algebra (a’, b) generated by a’ and b over CD, there exists 
w E Z, such that the square of a = a’ $ w lies in Z,, . Then Z,, n (a) is spanned 
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over Q, by all even powers of a. If c is any element of 3 and if 2, is the center of 
(ui, b, c) then 2, n (a’, b) C 2, and so 2, n (a) C 2, n (a). Since (Q’, b, c) 
is of degree 2 over 2, by the last paragraph, there exists u E 2, such that u2 + 
uu E 2, . Hence u2 + uu and u2 are both in ZsZ1 , giving uu E Z& . If ZJ # 0 
we have a E Z,.Z, which contradicts the fact that [a’, a’, b] # 0. Thus u = 0 and 
u2 E 2, implying u2 E 2, n (a) so that even powers of u E 2, n (a). Therefore 
Z, n (a) = Z, n (a) and Z,, n (a) C Z, so that [a, a, c] = 0 for any a E Z, n 
(a). Since this holds for any c E J, Proposition 5 implies that Z,, n (a) C @ and 
in particular that u2 E @. 
If E is the extension field of @ obtained by adjoining (u2)li2 then 3’ = J &, E 
has nonzero socle by Proposition 9 and hence either J’ is finite dimensional or 
every element of J satisfies an equation of degree 2 over E by Theorem I. If J’ 
is finite dimensional over E then 3 is finite dimensional over @ and the conclusion 
of Theorem 2 follows. Otherwise a’ satisfies an equation 
(a’)2 + olu’ + p = 0 with 01, /3 E E. 
The nontrivial automorphism of E over @ which we denote by bar extends to an 
automorphism of 3’ which fixes J. Applying this automorphism to the last 
equation gives 
(a’)2 + Gu’ + p = 0. 
Adding the two equations we get 
2(a’J2 + (a + 01)u’ + (p + 8) = 0 
Since OL + FL, t3 + /7 E @ we see that a’ is algebraic of degree 2 over @. We have 
proved that any a’ E J not in @ is algebraic of degree 2 over Q, thus showing 
that J is a Jordan algebra determined by a symmetric bilinear form. 1 
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